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Giant wire-and-steel käkäpō are currently touring the
country, collecting messages about why biodiversity
matters, what we want world leaders to do about its
loss, and what we are going to do ourselves. These
messages will be sent to the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s 10th meeting in Japan in October.

Make your own käkäpō, write a message on a cardboard
feather and attach it to your bird to start a conversation
about biodiversity.
The käkäpō is one of nearly 3000 New Zealand species
under threat of extinction. We’ve chosen the käkäpō as our
spokesbird for all of New Zealand’s biodiversity during the
International Year of Biodiversity. There are just over 100 of
these native birds left.

Inside this kit:
• A3 poster
• A5 flier
• Factsheet
• Accessories for your
kākāpō
• Instructions for making
your own 3D and 2D
kākāpō
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2010 is the International Year of Biodiversity.
Animal and plant species are vanishing faster than ever.
What: Tell world leaders
• what biodiversity means to you
• what you want them to do about its loss
• what you are doing yourself
Action: Write your message on a cardboard feather
and attach it to a käkäpō

When: June to early September 2010
All messages will be taken to the Convention on
Biological Diversity’s 10th meeting in Japan
For more information:
Words on a Wing
www.doc.govt.nz/wordsonawing
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Biodiversity or biological diversity is the great variety of life that exists
in New Zealand and across the planet. We depend on biodiversity for
healthy soils, healthy plants, healthy food, plentiful clean water and a
healthy life for ourselves.
Giant wire-and-steel käkäpō are currently touring the country,
collecting messages about why biodiversity matters, what we want
world leaders to do about its loss, and what we are going to do
ourselves. These messages will be sent to the Convention on Biological
Diversity’s 10th meeting in Japan in October.
You can create your own käkäpō to start a conversation about
biodiversity loss and what you can do to help.
Action: Write a message on a cardboard feather and attach it to
your käkäpō.
If you would like your messages to travel to Japan, please send them to:
Attn: Words on a Wing, Department of Conservation,
PO Box 10420, Wellington 6143

Further information:
Words on a Wing—www.doc.govt.nz/wordsonawing
Biodiversity—www.doc.govt.nz
Kākāpō and your messages—www.spokesbird.com
Education packs—pdcrisp@doc.govt.nz

Ko te koiora kanorau, he tauoranga, ko te koiora
kanorau to tätou tauoranga.
The International Year of Biodiversity was
launched at a ceremony in Berlin, with the
German Chancellor Angela Merkel warning that
the world will face ‘enormous costs’ if no action is
taken against securing biodiversity.
All life on Earth depends upon natural networks
supporting ecosystems of inter-related species.
But the world is facing a global extinction crisis
that threatens not only the natural environment
but humankind.
Wetlands are among the world’s most
productive environments. They are cradles
of biodiversity, providing the water and
primary productivity upon which countless
species of plants and animals depend for
survival. Photo: Brian Rance

The Department of Conservation is the leading
New Zealand government agency for the
International Year of Biodiversity.

What is biodiversity?
Biodiversity, or biological diversity, means the
number and variety of all biological life—plants,
animals, fungi and microorganisms—the genes
they contain and the ecosystems in which they
live.
Biodiversity is the variety of life on Earth.
New Zealand is estimated to have more than
80,000 native animals, plants and fungi. To date
only about 30,000 have been described, named
and classified. New Zealand’s biodiversity is rich in
variety and high in numbers, holding significant
national and international importance.

Eight of New Zealand’s 35 native fish
species are found in wetlands. This giant
kokopu is a threatened native fish.
Photo: Sjaan Charteris

Why is New Zealand’s
biodiversity unique?
Around 80 million years ago New Zealand drifted
away from the landmass that included the
modern continents of Antarctica and Australia.

Isolated islands—unique species
No other islands of similar size remained isolated
for so long. New Zealand was also one of the
last places on Earth to be settled by humans.
This remarkable isolation meant that plants and
animals evolved into distinctive species, found
nowhere else in the world. New Zealand became
a land of birds, a land of ancient forest.
The impact of humans
Since humans arrived in New Zealand 1000 years
ago, the rate of decline of species and habitats has
accelerated.
Polynesian settlers brought the first terrestrial
mammals—dogs and rats. The only terrestrial
mammals in New Zealand until then were three
species of bat.
European whalers and sealers and subsequent
settlers brought more rats, as well as cats, dogs,
stoats, ferrets, weasels, rabbits, pigs, the Australian
brush-tailed possum and other mammalian pests.
What we’ve lost
Gone are 14 species of moa, the world’s largest
ever eagle, the huia, the laughing owl, the New
Zealand thrush, several species of wren, three frog
species, one bat species, at least 12 invertebrates
such as snails and insects, the world’s largest
gecko and the New Zealand trout. The most
recent extinction was the South Island kōkako,
last seen in the 1980s.
The task ahead
With nearly 3000 animal, plant and fungi
species in New Zealand today—that we know
of—threatened with extinction, protection and
conservation is a complex task.
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Biodiversity is life, biodiversity is our life.

Critically endangered Haast tokoeka.
Photo: Tansy Bliss

Why is New Zealand’s
biodiversity so important?

Protecting and investing in 
New Zealand’s biodiversity

New Zealand’s biological wealth
We base much of our economy on the use of
natural resources and benefits from the services
provided by healthy, functioning ecosystems. Our
natural world inspires our national icons—the
kiwi, silver fern and koru—and our relationship
with our environment shapes who we are as
New Zealanders.

We need to protect
New Zealand has a vast wealth of unique animals,
plants and ecosystems, but we also have one of
the highest percentages of threatened species in
the world. We have much to lose, so we need to
do more to protect our biodiversity.

The value of biodiversity
While biodiversity services come for free in the
form of rainfall, wind, landscapes, waterways,
coastlines, oceans, animals, plants and fungi, that
doesn’t mean they have no value.
In 1997, Massey University economists calculated
that native biodiversity contributed
NZ$230 billion a year to New Zealand’s economy;
well over twice the value of our gross domestic
product (GDP). Marine ecosystems, they found,
contributed NZ$184 billion of that total.

Predator control, education, community
restoration projects, conservation volunteers and
partnerships with business are just some of the
methods DOC uses to battle biodiversity loss.
We need to work together
How we live has an impact on our environment.
Protecting and investing in our natural living
space is everyone’s responsibility.

Biodiversity is a complex web upon which much
depends; a web that provides the services we
rely on for our quality of life, our prosperity and,
ultimately, our survival.
Snorkelling underwater.
Photo: Samara Nicholas/Experiencing
Marine Reserves

See also:
Convention on Biological Diversity—www.doc.govt.nz/about-doc/
role/international/convention-on-biological-diversity/
New Zealand Biodiversity website—www.doc.govt.nz
Words on a Wing—www.doc.govt.nz/wordsonawing
Kākāpō and your messages—www.spokesbird.com

Pöhutukawa flowers
Photo: DOC

Make your own 2D käkäpō

Kākāpō map

Arrange the following pages to form a käkäpō, using this map as a
guide. Cover your käkäpō with feather messages.
The käkäpō lines are just guides—we’d love it if you designed your own
käkäpō and told us about it. You can reach us either through
www.spokesbird.com or www.doc.govt.nz/wordsonawing.
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Instructions

Make your own 3D käkäpō

You can create a käkäpō sculpture of your own
or use the guide below. Cover your käkäpō model
with feather messages.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

You will need 3 boxes of different sizes

Box 3—Cut 2 of the flaps off the box and
cut down the edges of 2 sides

Box 3—Fold the 2 sides down as shown
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Cut these
sides off

Cut down
these edges

3

3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Box 3—Fold the flaps in and tape or
glue together to make a flat surface

Stick boxes 1, 2 and 3 together

Add your own
creative touches
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Accessories for your käkäpō

Parts to add

Use these käkäpō parts to add to your
3D or 2D käkäpō.
Be even more creative and make your
own käkäpō parts to attach!

Eye

Feather for
around the
eyes

Feather for
the body

Beak

Wing

